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Spartans
conquer
Big West
By Shane Lewis
Spartan Daly Staff Writ.
It all came down to a single moment that
will be frozen forever in Rich Taylor’s memory the time it took for his three -pointer to
sink through the hoop in the last five seconds of
the Spartans’ Big West
Championship game victory.
The score was 75-73 as Utah State was
about to claim the win. Then Taylor
snatched it away with the winning shot.
For a moment the crowd was silent with
disbelief, then the SJSU sections of the
stands roared with approval. The Aggies
made a last-ditch attempt to also hit a threepointer, but the ball bounced off the rim
and missed.
It was unbelievable. A dream come true,"
Taylor said of his winning shot. When I first
shot it I said to myself, ’I should not have
done that.’"
The win put the Spartans in the NCAA
Regional Tournament where they will play
Kentucky in the first round this Thursday, in
Dallas, Texas. Kentucky currently is the No.1
rated team in the Midwest Regional
Tournament out of all 16 teams in that
bracket.
The last time the Spartans qualified for
the NC.AA tournament was in 1980 when
they lost in the first round 61-51 to the
Missouri Tigers.
It feels exhilarating. I’m numb," said
SJSU coach Stan Morrison. "This is an unbelievably emotional experience for me, my
family and for the team."
Coach Morrison had extremely high
See Champions, page 5
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An ecstatic Olivier Saint-Jean celebrates upon the Spartans’ 76-75 victory over Utah State at the Big West Tournament in Reno Sunday afternoon.

Victory gets delayed fan reaction

The road to the Final Four

Supporters enjoy
Spartan win
via videotape

NIIDI1 EST HECION
Fir., Round
At Ret1111011
Dallas

By William Jeske
Spartan Dail, Staff Writer

From left to right: Lewis Jordan, Shane
Hickenbottom (foreground), Jim Lopes,
Terry Bolan, and Jason Biggs show their

Despite the available knowledge that
the Spartans would be victorious in
their fight against Utah State to get to
the NCAA playoffs, seven score-blind
Spartan loyals’ sat vigilantly before a
television in a cluttered dorm room in
Hoover Hall.
ESPN broadcast the game at 2 p.m.
PST, a tape-delay presentation beginning nearly two hours after the actual
game started Sunday at the Lawlor
Event Center in Reno, Nev.
Though anyone could have tuned
into SJSU’s radio station ISSIS-1:14
hours earlier and learned the Jesuits,
the group opted to wait and watch on
television.
"It’s more fun (to watch it on television)," said Rodgers.
Hardly anyone cared to go to the
nearby sports bar San Jose lave in the
downtown shopping l’as Won The
DUI 1
1’11010 55 (1(515 SISIIM.I SPARI
game
was tuned in on 010...t illy man%
reaction for Rich Taylor’s three-pointer at
huge television Stlet11, Imo the sown!
the end of overtime which gave the
See Celebration, page 5
Spartans a one point lead.

Academic priorities:
restructuring the business of learning
By Paul Eiser
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Starting this semester. the
Academic Priorities Planning
Process will be evaluating SJSU
with a review of current campus
status and procedures, then
move on to restructtning how the
university’s funds are distributed.
Vent Phillips, executive assistant to the provost, said there are
two phases in the process. Phase
one takes place during the spring
1996 semester and phase two will
take place during the fall I 9181
semester.
Phase one has two parts. The

Phase one:
review programs
Phase two:
study productivity
Phase three:
to be determined
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first is a review of .,11
programs. Each r1c.ii, ’,working
with a committee h. ,aluate the
programs in then (1(.1).1itinent
Phillips said this part is u,
completion.
lite
p1( ’‘,
requires the deans to finish il,t
reports by the end of the spi tug
’96 semester.
The second part of phase
one is a Redesign Task Force
which studies structure, pruritictiynv and innovation. said
Phillips. Part of this will be
studying how other Califotnic
See Restructure, page 4

Thursday, March 14
Kentucky (28-2) vs. San Jose State
(13-16)
Wisconsin-Green Bay (25-3) vs.
leirginia Tech (22-5)
Utah (25-6) vs. Canisius (19-10)
Iowa State (23-8) vs. California (1710)
At The Bradley ( :enter
Milwaukee
Friday, March 15
Wake Forest (23-5) vs. Northeast
1.ouiskuia (16-13)
Michigan (20-11) vs. Texas (20-9)
Villanova (25-6) vs. Portland (19-10)
Louisville (20-11) vs. Tulsa (22-7)

Regional Semifinals
At The Metrodome
Minneapolis
Thursday, March 21
Kentucky-San Jose St.Wis.-Green
Bay-Virginia Tech winner vs. UtahCanisitislowa St. -California winner
Wake Ft trest-NE Louisiana
M icing:tit-Texas winner vs. VillanovaPortlandlaniinille-Tulsa winner

Second Round
At Reunion Arena
Dallas

Regional Championship
At The Metrodome
Minneapolis
Saturday, March 23
Semifinal winners

Saturday, March 16
Kentucky-San Jose St. wirma vs. Wis.Green Bay-Virginia Tech winner
Utah-Canisius winner vs. Iowa St. -

11W FINAL MIR
At Continental Airlines Arena
East Rutherford, NJ
March 30- April 1

TV thefts
black-out
dorms

By Dustin Shekel.’
Spartan Daily Staff %%titer

tots, II
1111d alternate sources
of
1.1111111PM because their
televisions were stolen.
" 1 his time Of dav, the room is
tiliy,ns packed," said Allen Hall
resident Kim Lamke as she
looked into the empty lounge.
"Some pet iple are feStming
going into littler people’s rotrins
to watt hiTV"
According to Ir. Shannon
See Theft, page 4
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A.S. gives thousands for IFC booklets
B 1.ind, BODO VII
Spawn Daily Staff Writ.
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See Booklets, page 4

Dole sets sight

The price
Gov. Pete Wilson reportedly provided state jobs
for more than two dozen
aides to his failed presidential bid, staff additions that will cost taxpayers $1.3 million.
Page 4

California wisiner
At The Bradley Center
Milwaukee
Sunday, March 17
Wake Forest NE Louisiana winner vs.
Michigan-Texas winner
Villanova-Portland winner vs.
Louisville-Tulsa winner
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Nod

Entomology and the
Tower Lawn fountain

Page 6

Likely GOP presidential
nominee Bob Dole said
he wants Congress to
test President Clinton
by passing health are,
welfare reform and balanced budget measures.
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Entertainment tax is not the answer
i’s true that by the year 2001,
the city of San Jose will be
looking at a potential $40
million budget gap. It’s true that
there are civic improvements
and repairs to be made. It’s true
that the city is going to have to
increase its revenue somehow to
perform its duties.
But the entertainment tax proposal presented last week by
Mayor Susan Hammer’s New
Realities Task Force is not the
answer. Once again, the tax burden is being placed on the wrong
shoulders. The planned tax
would tack on a special levy for
money spent on such things as
going to the movies or renting
videos. It is a luxury tax of sorts,
generating revenue from people
who are will to spend- their
money.

Why should
we be Saberkittens?
By Lindy Boisvert
be graduating this May and after all I’ve
I’II
learned in college and in life, I’ve figured out
exactly what I want to do. I want to be a Saberkitten ... NOT.
It amazes me that organizations like this one get
enough of a response from likely candidates that
they can choose the most decorative of the bunch.
Unfortunately, the same seems to be true for any
job. In a Singapore Airlines’ advertisement, they
offer service seven days a week and over each weekday title was a photograph of a flawless, beautiful,
Asian stewardess. Is it more pleasant to receive
peanuts from an attractive woman, even if she’s a
bitch, than an ugly one with a good disposition?
Better looking people get the jobs over the
hornets competition. It s sad, but true. It is just part
of Amer ica’s sick obsession with looks. Women will
-have to be bulimic and plastic before they are
accepted as career folks.
Delta Burke got fired from a TV sitcom for gaining too much weight. and Kathleen Sullivan got dismissed for similar reasons. Sullivan later appeared
on television commercials for Weight Watchers and
lost weight on national television to redeem herself.
Bulimia is the most common eating disorder in
young women. It evolves into a demon with a life of
its own. It is a compulsive self-destructive addiction.
In the book "Reviving Ophelia," a book about
teens’ problems with self image, the author Dr.
Mary Pipher wrote: "Anorexia is both the result of
and the protest against the cultural rule that young
women must be beautiful and anorexics are popular with the opposite sex because they epitomize
our cultural definitions of femininity: thin, passive.
weak and eager to please."
Oprah Winfrey, an intelligent successful woman,
has to struggle with her weight in the public eye
because people are more interested in that than
they are in her contributions to society.
She can help make hundreds of people happy by
answering their letters for help, but when she gains
five pounds, she is a failure.
Hillary Clinton, a strong woman and the only first
lady with a career besides entertaining politician’s
wives, is ridiculed for unshapely legs while Jackie
Kennedy quietly stood by and looked pretty while
her husfiand and our former president slept with
whomever he pleased. She spent $20,000 in one
shopping spree and is considered the most wonderful and elegant of all first ladies.
It’s not just Americans either. I mean, in England,
Princess Di has been well received by the public
while Fergie was a royal flop. No big surprise there,
huh?
And, it’s not just the men criticizing and judging
people. Women do it too. After spending a lifetime
of aspiring to the airbrushed waifs in Glamour magazine, women can seek some solace in knowing that
they aren’t the only creatures on the planet who are
not perfect.
Let’s get a grip on what’s real and what’s important. It’s time to close our eyes and open our ears.
Let’s actually listen to what people have to say and
learn what they have to offer before dismissing
them. They may actually have some valid ideas
regardless of the fact that their, gasp, teeth are
crooked or, dare I say, their ankles are too wide.
Lindy Borrnert is a Spartan Dailv Staff Writer.
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The people of San Jose who
are spending their money should
not be punished or discouraged.
That money is alive and useful to
the economy of San Jose. It is not
sitting in some account, collecting dust and interest. It is money
being pumped into the grass
roots businesses of San Jose.
It should be no surprise that
the New Realities Task Force is
made up of the fat cats of the

city. These giants of the San Jose
business world would think nothing of dropping yet another tax
on the people - they don’t
depend on their patronage.
The people of San Jose don’t
need another tax that punishes
them for spending a dollar. They
need a tax that is fair and draws
from all segments of the valley’s
population.
We hope that the entertainment tax will be just that - entertainment for political debaters.
There has to be a better solution.
The New Realities Task Force public
hearing will be at 6:00 pm tonight
(MONDAY 3/11) in San Jose City
Hall council chambers, 801 N. First
Si

The dying game
By Shane Lewis
ake two cyanide pills and don’t call me
tomorrow,
That’s what I expect to be hearing from
doctors now that the 9th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals lifted Washington’s ban on doetor assisted suicides last Wednesday.
I don’t know, but i just
ma
etorrme
at that
seems biz
people are fightingfor
the right to die. Maybe
it’s just a sign of these
skewed times in which we
have sheep being cloned
(whoopee doo), a president who didn’t inhale
(sure Bill I believe you), a
movie star who makes
millions by hating a prostitute perform oral sex
on him and John Travolta
is a movie star again.
I understand why terminally ill patients want
to have the right to die. The pain they are going
through is unimaginable to those of us whose biggest
problem in life is the alarm clock going off in the
morning. I, for one, would never tell a person in
agony with no chance of surviving that they have to
stay alive because it would be "wrong" for them to kill
themselves.
Right now, the overturning of the ban affects only
the nine Western states covered by the the 9th
Circuit ruling. Already a lawyer for Dr. Jack
Kevorkian said he would be using this case as part of
his argument to have the assisted suicide charges
against his client dismissed.
According to the court, the state’s duty to preserve
life is outweighed by a person’s right to control "the
time and manner of one’s death."
Though this ruling only applies to terminally ill
patients, I fear the lengths society will try take this
law. Is the line drawn at terminally ill patients? Or
can it be neatly erased and moved forward?
Will people who are paralyzed, horribly maimed or
disfigured try to get the law to apply to them?
Though some have coped with the hand that fate has

"T

dealt them, others may not
want to. Could cancer
patients be among those with
the right to die, even though
they may have a chance, no matter how slim, of recovery?
Maybe someone having a bad
hair day or suffering from a hangnail
can just end it
all nght now. If
that
sounds
ridiculous
to
you, then what is
not ridiculous? I
can guarantee you
that your opinion
will not be shared by
everyone. Every individual will have their own
idea of what qualifies a circumstance in which you
should be legally allowed to
erappii.-sw,*-....-1614,Y41.1.1=11.. - So who gets to draw the
line? Me, you, judges, doctors,
your hairstylist?
Do we want to really draw the line? Remember
that in this country the government is set up by
the Constitution to be allowed to constantly evolve its
laws. A line can be drawn, but it can also be changed
just as easily.
Personally, I want to allow terminally ill patients
the right to die with dignity, but I’m afraid of how far
such a law can be taken. There are no easy answers to
be found, but rather just a lot of questions to ask ourselves.

m aybe someone having
* 1a
bad hair day or suffering
from a hangnail can just end
it all right now. If that
sounds ridiculous to you,
then what is not ndiculous?

Shane Lewis is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.
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Letters to the Editor
SJSU box office
policy violates law
I recently went to the SJSL; theater
box office and used my Visa card to
purchase tickets for a show. The attendant asked me for my phone number. I
refused, stating that it was against the
law. I was then asked for my address. I
declined, and repeated that it was
against the law. Then I was asked to
give my social security number out. I
was told that it was their policy to get
additional information on credit card
purchases. The box office supervisor
came over to again repeat their policy. I
told them that if they were going to
deny me access to the tickets based on
my unwillingness to give out confidential information, then I would be
forced to go to legal services immediately. They decided to break their poli-

cy, this one time, and let me have the
tickets.
I went home and called my bank and
Visa to verify the law in the state of
California pertaining to this issue of
security. They surprisingly new nothing
about it. Then I contacted the
Consumer Affairs Dept. of the State of
California and they validated my information. There is a federal law that says
that no additional information can be
requested when using a credit card. A
drivers license can be requested for
card user identification, but no information from the license can be written
down. No individual policy can override federal law.
I find it very interesting that so few
people know about this law. The theater box office, my bank, and Visa were
not educated on this important law
governing credit card security. That
seems pretty scary to me. We must edu-
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cate ourselves as to our consumer
rights. Protect yourself; know your
rights. For additional information call
toll free: (800) 344-9940 for the
Consumer Affairs Dept. of the State of
California
Eliece Bartelson

Look on bright side
about texthook prices
Textbook prices often seem to hit the
wallet pretty hard (as well as other
places south of the belt-line) (The
Freat book caper, March 4). However,
my Mama always used to tell me to
look at the bright side." Thus, I wish to
offer a more positive (although possibly
normative) analysis of the textbook
acquisition process:
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As starving students, we often overlook the consumer surplus we receive
when purchasing books for school.
Consumer surplus is the difference
between the amount you would be willing to spend for a book and the
amount you actually pay. For example,
if a textbook’s price is $50, but you
would be willing to pay $60 for it, you
can enjoys $10 surplus. So, when confronted with a required reading list
specifying a book that costs $50, you
have to ask yourself "Would 1 drop this
class if this book cost $10 more?" If the
answer is "no," then rejoice. You didn’t
get "mugged" for $50, you actually
profited ten bucks!
Seiji S.C. Steimetz
Economics / Aviation

Opinion Page Policies
All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the
Editor or Campus Viewpoint.
Letters or viewpoints must be typed and may be:
*put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Dente! Hall, room 909
*faxed to (408)944-3937 or
ornalled to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor,
School of Journalism and Mass Communications, San
Jose State University, One Washington Square. San Jose,
CA. 9S192-0149.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity grammar, libel and length.
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Journalism end Msss Communications or SISU.
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of Nutrition
&r.tm-u
De
dScience
St. Patrick’s special, two for
the price of one - Bioelectrical
Impedance Analysis testing,
measuring percentage of
body fat ($5 for students,
faculty, staff). Noon-2p.m.
Central Classroom Bldg.,
rm. 103. Call 924-3110.

Daily Calendar
Today
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
Meeting. 12noon- I p.m.
Administration Bldg., rm. 269
Call 776-0365.

Students of Recreation
and Leisure Studies
The Three Minute Utilities
Relay" game (free with
prizes). 11:30a.m.12:30p.m. Art Bldg., quad.
Call 924-7833.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. 12noon. John XXII
Center, 195 E. San Fernando St. Call 938-1610.

Tal
& Wushu Club
Workout. 8p.m.-I0p.m.
Spartan Complex West,
rm. 202. Call 924-8074.

t of Nutrition
Food
&Derrz
o.ti: nen
Science
St. Patrick’s special, two for
the price of one - Bioelectrical
Impedance Analysis testing,
measuring percentage of body
fat ($5 for students, faculty,
staff). 3p.m.-5p.m. Central
Classroom Bldg., rm. 103.
Call 924-3110.
Jewish Student Union
Meeting. 5:30p.m. Student
Union, Guadalupe on.
Call 924-8685.
PseLew taub
Prelaw forum; with recruiters,
LSAT preparation advisors,
attorneys and judges. 10a.m.5p.m. Student Union,
Umunhum on. Call 275-9496.
lte-Entry Advisory
Promos (REAP)
Suww-t group for Re-Entry
students. 12:50pin:1:30pin.
Administration Bldg., ins. WV’
Call 924-5950.

KSJS (903)
Staff meeting for the
campus radio station.
5:30p.m. Hugh Gillis Hall,
on. 118. Call 924-4547.
Library Donations and
Sales Unit
Book Sale (donations welcome).10 am.-2p.m.
Wahlquist library, mi. 908
and Clark Library, lobby.
Call 9242705.
Okinawan Shocks Ryu
Karate Club
Workout. 4p.m.-5pin.
Spartan Complex West,
rm. 202. Call 924-8759.

Tuesday

Prelaw Club
Meeting and post-forum
celebration. 430p.m. Hugh
Gillis Hall, rm. 215.
Call 275-9496.

Assockted Students
Adventures
Glass, "Wine & Champagne
Appreciation." Call 924-6218
for time and location.

Royce Hall (affiliation)
International work-study
and travel information session. 7p.m. Royce Hall, formal
lounge. Call 9244197.

Ballroom Dance Club
Beginning Tattoo lcsson
and open dancing.
930p.m. Event Center,
Aerobics nn. Call 924-SPIN.
Building Sodal Support
General therapy group,
1250p.m.-2p.m. Administration Bldg.. rm. 201.
Call 924-5910.

=ileiglicionoringlolut Steinbeck and California’s heritage,
featuring narrator Nils
Peterson and the SJSU
Mariachi Ensemble. 7
Music Bld Concert
Call 92

71 4- me tingoith,stowithne tertlinment

and refreshments 5p.m-4p.m.
beulty Offices, rm. 104.
436-7471.

tiletietla MUM barVIleell
Nutrition Wellness Series,
"Nutrition and Cancer Prevention." by
American

A pricey videotape and Elvis’ last party
Kennedy quarrel goes to highest bidder
NEW YORK (Al’) - Sue them light See them
make up. See John F. Kennedy
girlfriend
Carolyn Bessette bum a cigarette ti out a stranger
on the street.
"Day Sc Date" won the bidding Will for the exclusive 20-minute videotape that shows Kennedy, 35,
and his public relations gal-pal in a "physical and
aggressive argument," the TV show’s producer Erik
Sorenson said Friday.
The footage will be shown in five-minute segments on the syndicated news magazine show
throughout next week.
The couple had a lovers’ quarrel in Washington
Square Park on Feb. 25. Kennedy reportedly pulled
an emerald-and-diamond ring off Bessette’s finger.
Sorenson wouldn’t say who had the rights to the
surreptitiously made video or disclose how much
"Day Sc Date" paid, except that it was "more than
$5,000 and less than $1 million."
The tape offers a glimpse of "the other side" of
Kennedy, Sorenson said.
"To date all we’ve seen is the public side, the very
slick, polished side," he said.
The video shows the couple eating, walking, talking, fighting, pouting, crying and making up. It
ends with Bessette stopping to ask a stranger for a
cigarette.
Sorenson said Figs-. ’s home address will be edited out of the tape, but "darn near all of it will play.
It’s all pretty interesting."

Pacino wants to bring ’Hughie’ back
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) - Hoo-ah! Al Pacino
plans to star in and direct a revival of Eugene
O’Neill’s two-character play "Hughie" and then
bring it to Broadway.
Pacino will play Erie, a small-time gambler down
on his luck who tells his tale to a sympathetic soul
in a rundown hotel lobby.
The drama is scheduled to open at the Long
Wharf Theater from July 2 to 21, then move to New
York’s Circle in the Square after 24 performances
in New Haven.
Pacino won an Oscar for best actor in 1993 for
"Scent of a Woman." He plays the mayor of New
York in the current film "City Hall."

LOS ANGELES (Al’) - ’Utley finally got their
Hanes on Tina Turner.
The raspy-voiced rock legend just signed on the
dotted line to be the new Hanes Hosiery
spcfkesmodel, and a sexy advertising campaign is

Cowabunga!
Big-rigs, not bovines sooting up the sky
LOS ANGELES (AP) - When
comparing big-rigs to bovines as
causes for pollution, cows come up
smelling like roses.
Tests show cows may stink up
the air, but they don’t pollute it
much.
The news comes as a big relief
to dairy farmers.
"It’s not the cows. It’s the people," said Wendy Vander Dussen of
the Milk Producers Council in
Ontario, Calif.
"We know we are not pure, but
what do you do? Put diapers on a
cow?"
Mayor Richard Riordan hoped
to hear otherwise.
In August 1994, the South Coast

PEOPLE

Sell out Turner’s legs go corporate

1 p.m,

Air Quality Management District
was only days away from approving
a 15-year clean air plan when
Riordan asked to shift focus from
city sources of smog to Chino area
dairy farms.
He persuaded the panel to drop
its aggressive and costly proposals
targeting diesel trucks, buses,
trains, ships and airliners so that it
could instead look into the effect
of dairies and rural roads.
The
move
angered
San
Bernardino and Riverside counties’ lawmakers, who accused
Riordan of trying to slough off
urban burdens onto rural shoulders.
Air quality experts addressed

the debate in a distinctly unpleasant way.
Researchers spent nearly two
weeks surrounded by manure,
sampling the pungent air in four
dairy corrals. They found that each
cow emits 20 pounds of ammonia
into the air each year, 73 percent
less than previously estimated.
The 312,000 or so cows in the
Inland Empire emit 8.5 tons per
day.
Compare that to heavy duty
trucks, spewing out 239 daily tons
of nitrogen oxides and particulates, or ships, which add 35 tons,
and trains, which contribute 34
tons, according to the state Air
Resources Board.

TAKE A BREATHER
ASTHMA AND ALLERGY
SUFFERERS

If pm are healthy, non-smoking
and between the ages 12-nri,
you may (pi:Whim participate
in a reseal-, Ii study using an
investigational asthma or
allergy medit ation. You will
receive financial compensation
for you time and effort.
Qualified participants could
earn up to $800
Allergy Sc Asthma
Associates of Santa Clara
Valley, Inc. Research Center
k Are, Suit,
41 Pr, Nif
Call

1-800-7.1-ASTI I MA

Sen. Henry Mello, D-Watsonville,
who introduced a bill that would
make it easier to kill the beasts.
County supervisors on Tuesday
voted to unanimously endorse the
bill.
According to Mello, the wild

au eady Ui the Work., ha debut this fall.
"There was a poll taken as to who would be the
one chosen to do the Hanes commercial and from
what I understand from the company. I was chosen," the 56-year-old Turner told TV’s "Extra" in an
interview for broadcast Friday.
She has no trouble endorsing the prodia t:
Turner wears Hanes Hosiery.
"It gives you a bit of contour. It’s a very good
line," she said.

Neighbors end ruckus at Elvis hideaway
PALM SPRINGS (AP) - Elvis may be gone, but
the party at his honeymoon hideaway lived on until neighbors put a stop to it.
The City Council has ruled that there will be no
more tour buses and parties at the home Elvis
Presley leased for a year. He brought his wife,
Priscilla, there for their honeymoon in May 1967.
Boston-based Tri Villa Trust owns the five-bedroom, five-bathroom home, and had made it available for tour buses and occasional short-term leases. Neighbors complained for years about the noise
and traffic.
The trust, which is preserving the house for its
architectural value, agrees with the city’s
Wednesday decision, said curator Mark Snider.

Travolta and Bullock loosen up awards
As VH,AS (Al’) - The annual awards banquet
of the National Association of Theater Owners isn’t
taken as seriously as the Academy Awards, so honorees John Travolta and Sandra Bullock could cut
up.
The two started off the night Thursday by poking
their heads through the curtains during an introduction.
Travolta, who was named male star of the year
after he jumpstarted a stalled career with the blockbusters "Pulp Fiction" and "Get Shorty," chided an
industry heavyweight about why he was ignored for
so long.
"Well, why don’t you answer that?" he asked
James G. Robinson, who was named producer of
the year for "Ace Ventura."
"I was waiting for the right moment," Robinson
retorted at the post-banquet news conference.
Bullock, the female star of the year, quipped that
her greatest hope in future movies was to wear
more than just one dress, as she did in "Speed," a
thriller about a daylong ride on a bomb-rigged bus.

PROGRAMMER TRAINEES
Fireman’s Fund Insurance Co.
On Campus Recruiting - Thurs. Mar. 14th
Information Session - Wed. Mar. 13th
Pizza 8c Snacks
Fireman’s Fund, a leading property & casualty insurance company, is seeking
grads to work as Programmer Trainees at its home office in Novato, CA

That’ll do pig: Sights set on feral hogs
SANTA CRUZ (AP) -- A state
senator and the Santa Cruz County
Board of Supervisors want to send
some marauding porkers to hog
heaven.
They say the wild pigs are
destroying crops, landscapes and
environmentally sensitive habitat.
"I have heard from too many
property owners who are tired of
feral pigs ’rototilling’ their soil,
destroying crops and gardens and
rampaging through sensitive habitats in the dead of night," said state

3

(30 miles north of San Francisco).

pigs caused $182,500 worth of
damage to the county last year,
including $104,000 to artichokes,
$56,000 to lettuce, $10,000 to
range land, $3,100 to pumpkins,
$3,100 to corn and $1,000 to .hay.

After a structured training program, you will be responsible, as part of a team, for
developing automated solutions to complex business challenges. This includes
writing and analyzing programs in "C", COBOL, and 4GL for existing applica-

Teaching

tions. We require a bachelor degree in MIS or Computer Science; Min. 3.0 GPA;

A Career for the Future

two semesters of the same procedural programming language; and the ability to

A California Multiple or Single Subject Credential and Master of Science in Curriculum and instruction for those interested In teaching grades K-12.

work as a team member and with another’s code.

Program Features
An integrated program of study with emphasis on reflective
teaching, teaching diverse students, active learning, and
classroom experience throughout the program
Crosscultural Language and Academic Development 1CLADI
Emphasis Credential available
interactive professional development seminars
Field placements beginning first semester

Please ioin us for the Information .’ion on March 13th in the Alinadm Room, Student Union,
from 1230-203, and/or sign up for an interview for March 14th.

For additional information and an appointment for an
informational meeting call Pauline Camp. 14151 485-3287

Fireman’s
Fund

DOMINICAN
COLLEGE
SAN RAFALL

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D

School of Education
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Restructure

BUGGINf

From page 1

Phillips also said there will be changes in handling the budget.
campuses are run.
"(There will be a) complete restruction of the budgetary
Phase two consists of a steering committee to review all the
mechanism. We have to figure out
reports collected from the colleges
how to become leaner ... in the
and Redesign Task Force and to hold
face of shrinking general fund
open forums to get feedback from
moneys," Phillips said.
the campus community. The steering
The goals of the restructurcommittee will then prepare a
ing are to improve structure, proresource allocation plan, that will
ductivity and "...to continue to fosrestructure how resource allocations
ter innovation," Phillips said.
are made on campus.
These changes are bound
The actual implementation of any
to effect everyone involved, includchanges or restructuring is not
ing students and professors.
planned for some time.
"We don’t expect it to
’The process won’t begin until
affect anyone immediately. It
spring 1997 at the earliest," Phillips
said.
Vest Phillips could be temporary faculty would
"(The restructuring is) an efftirt
executive arsistant to the provost be affected," Phillips said.
Who will benefit from
to review curriculum, determine
these changes?
some priorities and make recommen"Ultimately the students
dations as to what programs should
and the state of California from
be enhanced or reduced," Phillips said.
These changes include how the university is divided into increased productivity," Phillips said. "It supports increased
learning for the lowest possible cost."
colleges and departments.
State University

TOP. Larry
Volpe, a senior
environmental
studies major,
displays his
insect killing
jar, filled with
the ethyl
acetate used
to gas the
wasp he has
captured.
Volpe, a vegetarian, said he
dislikes taking
a life unnesessadly, but he
needs to
expand his
collection for
an upcoming
lecture he is
giving to an
elementary
school class.
BOTTOM:
Volpe pauses
at the still
water of the
fountain in
front of Tower
Hall. Volpe
managed to
find two spring
tales for his
entomology
101 class
Friday
Morning.
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(The restructuring is) an
effort... to review curriculum,
determine some priorities and
make recommendations as to what
programs should be enhanced or
reduced.

Theft
From page 1
Maloney of the University Police
Department, a suspicious vehicle was
reported driving around at the same
time the televisions were taken, but
UPD has no leads in the case. The televisions, which were not bolted down, were
stolen during the early morning hours
of Feb. 26, he said.
"Most of the people I’ve talked to
have been annoyed by the whole thing,"

said Robert Obertop, an exchange student from Holland living in Allen Hall.
"We are upset because (the television)
was too easy to steal. It was sitting on
rollers, so they were able to just roll it
out the door."
The Inter Residence Hall Association
conducted a fund-raiser to help purchase new televisions for the residence
halls Fridayday from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m.
in the Joe West Hall Conference Room.
Students who live in the victimized

residence halls were asked to read a list
of words into a voice recognizing computer system, which gave $5 per student
to the television fund of his or her hall.
University housing services matched the
amount raised by this fund-raiser, in
hopes of accumulating the $1,400 needed for each big screen.
A $100 reward has been offered to
anyone with information leading to an
arrest in this case.

Booklets

PHI VIOS BY
R.W. Patsornitu
SPARIAN DAILY

From page 1
IFC and Panhellenic systems. Those
who are not will not be included.
"I have some questions about this that
I’m going to direct to the university,"
said A.S. President Marilyn Charell.
"The brochure is about Greek life and
not all are represented."
IFC Vice-President John Szabo said
that anyone can join IFC, that they
don’t discriminate.
"It’s their decision whether or not to
join IFC," he said. -We have strict rules
on hazing and dry rushing."
Not being members of the IFC gives
more freedom to a fraternity or sorority,
Szabo said. "They have more independence because they haven() extra rules
to follow."
They miss out on the benefits of the
IFC one of which is being a member of
a governing board, Szabo said. "Good
governing boards help us to be fair to
one another. We join so we don’t stab
each other in the back."
Szabo said also that the WC and

Panhellenic support unity between
houses. This unity is between the 17
houses that are members. SJSU
acknowledges 49 fraternities and sororities total as campus organizations.
"If it’s exclusive and they are alienating any group, it isn’t in favor of campus
climate," Charell said. "I want to make
sure that it isn’t in conflict with the campus climate that President Caret wants
to promote."
Charell said that the nearly unanimous vote at the Board of Directors’
meeting was largely due to the fact that
many fraternity and sorority members
were present. "I think ptosdy because it
is election time, that had a major
Impact on how they voted," Charell
said.
Also, Charell said, because the
finance committee has not met quorum
lately, the issue was not carefully scrutinized.
"I’m really genuinely concerned
about this," Charell said. if that intent
is there (to exclude other groups), I
can’t sign it."
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If it’s exclusive and
they are alienating any
group, it isn’t in favor of
campus climate. I want to
make sure that it isn’t in
conflict with the campus
climate that President
Caret wants to promote.
Marilyn Clara
A.S.president

Wilson’s revolving door: Jobs for aides to cost state $1.3 million
Taxpayers will pay
for staff additions
from presidential bid
Gov. Pete
Lus ANGELES (AP)
Wilson reportedly provided state jobs for
more than two dozen aides to his failed
presidential bid, staff additions that will
cost taxpayers $1.3 million.
Almost half of the appointees were for.tate workers who got promotions
.,1
boosts averaging 32 percent

\Owl the \ it turned to goernnient jobs,
the I A .e igeles Times reported Sunday.
"We make no apologies whatsoever for
the fact that good staff people have gone
from government service onto this presidential campaign and then have come
back," said Wilson press secretary Sean
Walsh.
"It’s good for the people of California.
If there were people in the campaign that
were pretty good and you had slots that
were open in state government ... you try
and snatch them up," said Walsh.
Walsh left state government for five

SiSti Pre -Law Club
sI)(

s( )rs the

months to serve on the campaign and
resumed his old position with a $10,000-ayear raise, to $84,996.
The Wilson administration also found
jobs for more than a dozen former political aides who had not worked in state government, the Times found. Some got
brand new positions paying $35,000 to
nearly $100,000 a year.
The Times found that the governor
pulled many of his most trusted aides
from state service until he quit the race in
September is difficult economic period
for the state.

Wilson pushed to eliminate cost-of-living increases for state workers and
imposed a hiring freeze.
Drew Mendelson, a spokesman for the
California State Employees Association,
said it was hypocritical of the governor to
reward his campaign staff while denying
cost-of-living increases to state workers.
"He is demonstrating that it is more
important to have loyalty to the politician
than to the people," Mendelson said. "He
is reinstituting a system that we thought
long dead, of patronage, of spoils."
Robert Fellmeth, director of the

University of Sall Diego’s Center for
Public Interest Law, said it is common for
governors to give jobs to key political
aides.
But he questioned the recent salary
increases because they appeared to be
rewards for campaign work.
"The key here is quid pro quo,"
Fellmeth said. "Because they have contributed their time, energy and resources
in terms of the political campaign, they
get something that other good state workers don’t get.

Churches expelled for accepting gays
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Four
San Francisco Bay area Baptist
churches have been expelled from
their regional association because
they accept gays in their congrega-

tions.
"It’s a sad day," Kay Wellington,
pastor of the San Leandro
Community Church, said Saturday,
the day the expulsion was

Pre -Law Forum

$$ WE PAY TOP CASH $$
Interested in a legal career?
Schodufe o( Foetus
to 00 - 1
00
KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Monday, March 11, 1996
10:00am - 5:00pm
Student Union
The Umunhum Room

* FOR OLD/USED COMPUTER MEMORY & CPU’S.
* WE BUY/TRADE-IN/SELL MEMORY FOR
IBM/MAC/SUN.

800-808-8356

11:00- 12:00
"So YOU WANT TO BE A LAWYER"

3:00 - 4:00
PRE-LAW ADVISORS ROUNTASLE

This Event wit give students
interested In a career in low on
opportunly to meet with members
of the Pre-Law Club. the SJSU
pre -law advisors, recruiters from Bay
Area
law schools.
practicing
attorneys & tudges, internship
coordinators and representatives
from different LSAT preportion
companies

4:00 - 5:00
’HOW TO GET INTO THE LAW
SCHOOL OF YOUR DREAMS"

Raffle Prize:
A LSAT Prep Course
Free Refreshments

12:00- 1:00
"HERE COMES THE JUDGE"
1:30 - 3:00
LSAT PREP COURSES

announced.
Of the 60 board members of the
American Baptist Churches of the
West, which represents 159
churches in Northern Nevada and
Northern California, 47 attended
the bi-annual meeting. Some 35
members voted to sever ties with
the churches.
Wellington said she was excluded from gathering materials for
Saturday’s meeting and not
to lunch with the
allopastors..woed.s
rotsapehto
"We’re definitely the lepers. It is
just so tragic," she said.
Beside s Wellington’s church,
also expelled were the Lakeshore
Avenue
Baptist
Church
in
Oakland, the First Baptist Church
in
Berkeley and
the New
Community of Faith Church in
San Jose.
The four churches expected to
appeal to the national authority,
American Baptist Churches in
Valley Forge, Pa.

Room + Tax

One or two persons
Large In-Room Jacuzzi .
. VCR,
. Free Hot Breakfast.

Arena Hotel

$39 contactso.)
$59 glasses
eye exams availably

(408) 294-6500

call for details and make
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Valley Park Hotel
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Champions
play is beyond me."
From page I
Leading the Spartans in scoring
II cise for Taylor’s game-winning
was forward Olisier Saint-jean,
shot
who
came in strong in the second
"It takes a lot of courage to take
half of the game to make all his 27
that shot, and that tells you a lot points.
contributed 11
about Rich Taylor," Morrison said. points to Addison
the game.
*The thing I told Rich is that there
Despite strong scoring by Utah
are a lot of people with
forward Silas Mills
a lot of money in the
with ’23 points in the
world, but you can
game, center Eric
never
buy
that
It takes a
16
Franson with
moment, you can only
points,
forward
earn that moment. No lot of courage
Antwan Smith with 12
one can ever, ever take
points and guard
that moment away to take that
Justin Jones with II
from Rich or our
the team could
shot, and that !stints,
team."
not overcome the
to
According
Spartans.
Morrison, the memory tells you a lot
USU coach Larry
of making that final about Rich
Eustachy said the loss
shot will remain with
was
a
hard one for his
Taylor "until the day he Taylor.
team to deal with.
dies, he will never for"This will stay
get that," he said.
Stan Morrison with us for a long
Throughout
the
SJSt h cad coach time," Eustachy said.
game, the Spartans and
"It was a devastating
the Aggies played necksituation at the end.
and-neck, overtaking
Rich Taylor made a
each other’s scores
shot. (The loss) is a tough
constantly. At the end of the first great
one
that’s ha sure."
swallow
to
half, the two teams were tied, 34For Rich ’I aslot I clog the win34.
The beginning of the second ning shot was a cham e for him to
half was much like the first with redeem himself for what he called
the two teams trading shots until "probably one of my worst games
the Spartans took a strong lead of of the season."
Taylor explained that he had
57-50.
The SJSU team hit the Aggies missed four other shots earlier in
the
game and that this shot
hard with three-point shots sinking
which happened to be the only
a total of nine in the
one he made in the
game, leading to a
game made up for
nearly 60.5 percent
three-point shot averWe always it.
age for the game.
Earlier in the
Guard Tito Addison dreame
tournament last weekled the Spartans in
end the Spartans
three-point shooting, about d oing
rolled over University
making a total of three this. My mom
of the Pacific on
in the game.
Friday with a score of
"Their zone forced called m
77-57 and defeated
us to shoot a lot of
University
of
those shots, and a lot of Saturday night
California at Irvine, in
times we had to shoot
a closely contested
them because the clock and told me
game with a score of
was ticking," Morrison
’now you have 71-67.
said.
The Aggies suffered the chan ce to
For
Addison,
20 turnovers in the
going to the NCAA
game, eight from do it.’
is
a
tournament
steals.
dream come true.
Nonetheless, Utah
Tito Addison
State came back strong
SJSU guard
"( My friends and
scoring the next nine
I) used to play in the
points to take the lead
back yard. We alwass
back front the Spartans
dreamed about doing
with a 59-57 lead. What
this,"
he
said.
"Ms mom called me
ensued was a furious tug-of-war
Saturday night and told me ’now
with both teams hammering away you
have the chance to do it.’"
with their offenses.
"Our team was literally
exhausted. I’m so impressed
with the heart that was in evi- SAW 76, Utah State 7$
PG-A
To PP 09. Ts
FT-A Rob
dence," said Morrison at how BAG
4-8
Men
4532 8
0-3 3
physically harsh the game was Greene
2-3
04 0
2 I
19 2
2436 9
Harnrnonds 4-10
0-0 5
on his players.
7-7 5
416
1326 27
With four seconds on the Saint-Jean
1 2
41 11
Addison
3-7
2.2 2
timer Aggies guard Justin Jones Bacon
I
13 7
2-6
1-2 0
hit two free throws to tie the sec- Weems
1 3
34 12
34
C1-0 5
0 3
19 3
1-5
0-0 3
ond half at 65-65. SJSU center Taylor
2141
1414 25
10 24 ns 76
Roy Hammond made an Toasts
attempt to clinch the Spartans USG
T: PP, lan
36 TP
23
FG-A
FT-A Rob
7-12
6-8 11
victory with a long shot as the Mod
04 0
1
2
44 8
Widmer
3-5
last four seconds of the half Franson
74
24 7
3 4
32 16
ticked away, but missed, sending Jones
2239 1121
23
3,
3.61-5
45 4
Rogers
23:43 53
3 3
the game into overtime.
4-8
4-6 10
During the next five minutes Smith
0 0
7 1
0-2
1-2 1
of overtime both teams went at Womack
2447
2042 39 1 20 15 225 75
Todd
it, switching leads back and GSG
34 31
75
forth until Taylor got in his final Son JOMISIolo
766253.
Fad- SJSU 459 USU 532 FT% - SJU34 31
shot.
pa dodo- SJSU 10-17 588(Sant-Jean 2-3 Hammonds 1-3
"The tank went dry after 40 Addoson 3-6, WIlltams 1-1 Bacon 2-2. Taylor -I) USU 5-15
minutes and then we had to 333(Mtlls 1-3 Mader 2-4 Jones 2-3) Blecluial shale SJSU 1 (Hammonds). USU
Sleds- SJSU8 (Saintplay five more," lvlorrimm said Jean
Hammonds 2, Addlson Watams 2 Taylor, Greene)
about the endurance of his
Key 1G-A,Fool GooKAYernols 414,4r. Tlyows41/tenpu
team.
"Where 111,, got the energy to
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TOP: Jahi Bacon cuts down the net after the Spartans clinched the final
game of the Big West tournament on Sunday afternoon. BOTTOM
LEFT: Olivier Saint-Jean goes up for two as Antwan Smith of Utah State
tries to block him in the final game of the Big West Tournament in Reno
on Sunday. Saint-Jean who ran into foul trouble early in the game came
back strong in the second haft to help lead the Spartans to victory.

PHOTOS liN
Nictiol -- SPAR IAN DAILY
MIDDLE RIGHT: A Spartan fan relishes the moment. BOTTOM RIGHT:
Spartan associate head coach Stan Stewart, along with Ken
Kavanagh, LaRon Campbell-Hall, Damon Lee, Kweli Baker, Luther
Waters, and Darren Greene react to a failed free throw by the Aggies
with less than a minute of regulation play remaining. The second
freethrow was good, bringing the score to a 65-65 tie.

What they said: the words of the Big West Championship
On the team:
h a huge mai gn I lot Ill p ici.r Ill. --SJSU coach Stan Morrison
"I have never had a team with
"It says a lot about our charai tet that we never give up." Sr’s( player Rich Taylor
On the game:
"It’s all going 105ome down to the juice in the end." SJSU player Tito Addison
On exhaustion:
"We will not allow it to be an excuse. There are no excuses permitted." Stan Morrison
On Rich Taylor’s game-winning shot:
"It was a great shot by a great man that will never in his life forget that moment." Coach Stan Morrison
"I didn’t have any doubt in my mind that I would make it." Rich Taylor
On Confidence:
"When we won the first game we knew we could win. We were playing teams we already beat it wasn’t
out of reach." SJSU player Olivier Saint-Jean

On going against No. 1:
"It’s not over. Our first gam,- against Kentucks. rile No. 1 team in the natii \in
a team like that you get to kilos, what you need to work on and what you need to do-thing." Ohymi Saint -jean

get to play
s truly a good

On finishing at the top:
"That’s wonderful, to come out like that atid for the seniors to step up at this time." Olivier Saint-Jean
On victory:
"There is no way lean put this into words, 1 bought it came down to whoever had that ball last in the
game.- SJSU player Tito Addison
On defeat:
"It’s amazing the fine line between jumping up and down in the locker room and a lot of gins crying."
Utah State coach Kevin Eustachy

Replay: Fans wanted to see win for themselves, kept radio results secret
From page I
was off and attention was focused on a
professional basketball game.
Two hours later Howard Kees, Jason
Biggs, Terry Balan, Shane Hickenbottom,
Jim Lopes, Lewis Jordan and Tony
’Rodgers congregated in a Hoover Han
dorm room watching with melodramatic
angst to see if the Spartans would accomplidi what it hadn’t in 16 years.
For 120 minutes they watched their fellow classmates play sweat, run, dribble,
yell, scream, hoot, holler, smile and scowl
their way to a win. Whoops were elicited

when advantage-making scores were made
just as groans of despair wafted for missed
shots. Heads rested in hands and fingers
ran down faces.
Every so often a muffled vulgarity was
let loose when a shot was missed or foul
was called.
The men griped and yelled at the camera operators for frequends cutting to
show the wife of Utah State’s tom h "I
hate it when they do that, we don’t iced
to see her," Biggs said.
With only 20 minutes to go before vim,ry would be awarded, a grinning dorm

mate walked by and without a word was
told nt,t to give away the results.
Kees, however excused himself to talk
with the dorm mate. A few minutes later a
yell Was iward from down the hall. In the
’MOIL SIletTS and CIMIlIVA expression
didn’t know what to make of what Kees
learned. Regardless. Kees said nothing
when he returned and all returned to
learning the results the was t hes wanted,
by witnessing the exciting three-point winning shot lw Rich Taylor with only four
seconds remaining.
Faces In ightened and ti iiimphant tries
echoed the hallwav as the 1141 en soaked up

a vi, ,1110115 victory.
KNIS broadcaster Sid Fong was 111 Reno
giving the play-by-play while KSJS Sports
Department member Kevin Blain monitored the sound room at the radio station
on campus.
However, with 2 minutes and 40 seconds left in regulation play, there was dead
air followed by a dial tone for about 20 seconds. KSJS broadcaster Dan Johnson said
it was probably a problem with the- phone
connection, through which the game was
twilit; common ated, between Reno and
the KSIS radio station.

"I honest t hough I they’d win." Blain
said. When he heat d Fong’s announcement of the Spartans 76-75 win with a
shot in the last 20 seconds of overtime ,
Blain said he "jumped up and did a dance
ofjoy."
The seven fans watt he’d the Spartans
win a history-making game with only seconds to spare. advancing the team to the
Big Dance against Kollin ky State. What
are the fans going to do now’?
"I’m going to do my homework," Biggs
said.
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Women sweep all events in 32nd National championships
Results
Men’s Basketball
The Spartans won the
Big West Conference
Championships and are
headed to the NCAA
Final Four Tournament
The Spartans beat
Pacific. 77-57, UC Irvine.
71-67 and Utah State,
76-75 in overtime for the
Championship on
Sunday at Reno.

S.A.% ronord Rtcn
Taylor scored The
winnry ?twee.
pointer tn The final
seconds against

The

Uto1 Stole on
Charnparonip

See Basketball story

Baseball
SJSU beat Penn State
8-1 on Friday and 9-3
on Sunday, and lost to
Santa Clara and
Portland, 4-3,6-5 on
Saturday in the Spartan
Baseball Classic.
Softball
SJSU loses four straight
game to Longbeach
and UC Santa Barbara,
9-4,1-0,5-0,1-0, over the
weekend.
Judo
SJSU wins its 32nd
National Collegiate
Judo Championship as
the women sweep all
the events.
Gymnastics
SJSU broke or tied five
team and four individual school records in its
victory over UC Davis
on Friday, 193.825187.600.

Schedule
For March I I-I 3
Men’s Basketball
Spartans play No. 1
Kentucky in the first
round of the NCAA
Tournament, Thursday
TE3A.
Baseball
SJSU at USF,
Tuesday, 2 p.m., San
Francisco, Calif.
Softball
N Illinois at SJSU,
Tuesday, 4 p.m.,
PAL Stadium.
Women’s Tennis
Gonzogo at SJSU,
Tuesday, 1:30 p.m.
Spartan Courts

Judo team
recaptures
Nationals

ABOVE:
SJSU’s Summer
Nishimura takes
down her opponent to win the
women’s overall
on
division
Saturday during
the 35th National
Collegiate Judo
Championships
here at SJSU.
LEFT:
SJSU ’s
Chuck
Jefferson uses his
Fresno
State
opponent’s
against
weight
him Aging the
28th match of the
day.

13), Jeffrey Niese
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The defending national champion SJS1 nido team dominated the 3411.11 National College Championship.
Saturday by winning gold in all the women’s events and
five out of seven men’s events, winning its 32nd National
title.
SJSU judo team member Summer Nishimura won the
gold in the open and 72 kilogram (156 pounds) events.
Nishimura, along with teammate John Serbin, won best
female and male competitor for the tournament.
Serbin got down on himself after he lost in his own
division, 95 kilogram (209 pounds), the division he won
in last year’s championships. So when Serbin beat Ato
Hand in the open division championship he said he felt
it was a payback.
it was redemption after I lost my own division and lost
to Alto Hand in last year’s open division," Serbin said.
With both competitors unable to get an IPPON, which
would have immediately ended the fight, the match lasted the full five minutes. With four minutes left, the fight
was tied after both Serbin and Hand were penalized for
not attacking enough.
Then with 50 seconds left in the bout Serbin preformed a Ko-ouchi Sacrifice, which earned him a YUKO,
and gave him the match. For the move, Serbin, who was
in front of Hand, wrapped his leg around Hands leg and
threw Hand onto the mat, with a thunderous pop and a
huge eruption of applause from the crowd.
Nicole Okino won gold in the 48 kilogram division,
and also for the women’s division Annie Liu took first in
the 61 kilogram division.
For the SJSU men, All Moghadas won the gold in the
71 kilogram (156 pounds) division, Chuck Jefferson took
first in the 65 kilogram (143 pounds), Michael Barnes
won the gold in the 86 kilogram (189 pounds) and Johan

PHOTO BY R.W.
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Hult took the 60 kilogram (132 pounds) division.
One of the most emotional matches was the championship between Hult and teammate Brian Nitta, in the
60 kilogram weight class. Nitta injured his knee in his
first fight of the day but continued to fight and made it to
the championship bout.
Nitta said he injured his knee while trying to go in for
a throw.
"At first people told me to stay out. But I work too hard
not to be in there," Nitta said.
At one point during the championship match Nitta
screamed in obvious pain, before Hult won.
Huh said it’s hard to fight a teammate. "Brian knows all
my moves and what I like to do," he said.
Hult said it was also tough for him to fight Nitta
because he knew Nina was injured and he didn t want to
hurt him more.
In Jefferson’s match for the 65 kilogram division,
Jefferson won after his opponent was unable to continue
with the match. While Jefferson and his opponent where
tied up on the mat, Jefferson rolled back on his opponent and then a large snap was heard throughout the
SPX 44 building.
Jefferson said he beat his opponent with a foot sweep
maneuver. Jefferson also said he hates to win like that,

64
At first people told me to stay out. But
I work too hard not to be in there.
Brian Nitta
sjsu judo team member

with the opponent getting injured.
Jefferson, who also took first in the 65 kilogram division last year, said, "There was a lot of pressure on me this
year because last year I wasn’t expected to win, but this
year I was."
Spartan team captain All Moghadas said he was just
fighting smart all day.
"I have a couple of injuries, so today I was just dragging
it out and fighting smart," he said.
Moghadas also said this was asweet victory for Yosh
Uchida, because this was a win for SJSU.
Uchida, who won the Coach of the Year award, said
from here the Spartans are pointing toward the Senior
Nationals, which will also be held at SJSU in April.

BOUND & GAGGED BY DANA SUMMERS
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Softball team swept by two teams
Spam Duly Safi Report
The
Long
Beach
State
University softball team swept a
Big West Conference double header from SJSU 9-4, and 1-0 at the
49er Softball Complex on Friday
and Saturday.
And the Spartans’ luck didn’t
get any better as they shut out by
UC Santa Barbara on Sunday, 1-0,
5-0.
Forty-Niner pitcher Tammy
Dietrich pitched a complete game
in Friday’s opener and in the
nightcap LBSU scored eight times
in the fifth inning to post a comeback victory over the Spartans.
In the opener, Dietrich (4-5)

held the Spartans hitless until the
fifth inning to record her second
shutout of the year. In the bottom
of the fifth, the 49ers pushed one
run across against losing pitcher
C,orina Lilly (3-6).
With one down, freshman center fielder Melanie Muniz beat out
an infield single that had bounced
just over the reach of Lilly. Muniz
then went to second on a wild
pitch and on to third on a ground
out by Christy Tucker.
After a walk to Nicola Walsh,
third baseman Tiffany Blood
knocked a grounder through the
legs of Spartan third baseman Jena
Porto to score Muniz with the only

run

for the game.
In the second game, the 49ers
appeared to be cruising along as
they had in the opener. This time
behind the pitching of Amy Miner.
In the first inning, the 49ers
scored a solo run when cleanup
hitter Amanda Adam drove in
Walsh with a one out single.
With her one run lead, Miner
proceeded to mow down the first
nine Spartans in order.
Then in the fourth, SJSU leadoff hitter Valerie Quentero beat
out an infield single that had
glazed off Miner’s glove. The 49ers
then allowed Shelby Cromer to get
on base when they botched her

sacrifice attempt.
Center fielder Pat Martinez successfully moved the runners over
with a sacrifice of her own. SJSU
clean up hitter Kara Kanney then
drilled a Miner fastball over the
leftfield score board for a three
run homerun and a 3-1 SJSU lead.
In the bottom of the fifth, the
49ers scored eight times on three
hits in the most productive and
wildest inning in the game.
Spartan starter Lindsy Jarrell
opened the inning by walking the
bases loaded. Lilly was then
brought back in to pitch to no
avail as the 49ers went on to take
the game.

Spartans take third
Sprain Daly buff Repori

Classi fled
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim kr products or
sanicee adverdsed below nor is
there any guarantee implied The
classified column, of the Spartan
Deily consist of paid advertising
awl offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

CAMPUS CLUBS
JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CWB.
Enpy Comm about Insh. Scottish,
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students interested in
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
culture. For more information,
call Kelly at (408)927.7925.

VOLUNTEERS
INTERVIEW SILICON VALLEY
newspaper freelancer re: your
evaluation of your local high
school. Direct quote plus photo
taken. Must be at least 18 yrs old.
Will redeye a cop/ of the paper with
the article. Call for campus interview.
Susan 408/737-7339.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
MST RJNORAISER - Race $500 n 5
dais-GreekG. GrOLC6. Ckts, motivated
indmduals. Fast, easy - No financial
obligation 1-800862-1982 ert.33.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 3096- 60%
on your dental needs
For info call 1.800 655-3225.

WANTED
TRANSMISSION FOR 84 VW
Van agen. Need before April. Ask for
William @ Spartan Dairy 924-3280.
HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
liven companion. Call after 4pm.
3703604.

EMPLOYMENT
VALET PARKERS - P/T, nights &
weekends for private parties in
Los Gatos area. Must have min. 1
year customer service experience,
& desire to serve people. Polite,
well groomed, and professional
attitude only. 20 yrs+. S5.50/hr.
+ tips. Call Mike, 415/5481747.
MARKETING/ENVIRONMENTAL
We need 3 individuals willing to
work hard for above average
income Bilingual a plus, Part-time,
Fulitime. 408-988.1760.
4TH 8 SANTA CLARA CHEVRON
needs parttime help, mid-afternoon
to early evening. Light mechancal &
lube service. Monday thru Friday
3.7pm. Call Stan: 295-3964.
PARENT EDUCATOR
Reinvent parenting program for
DD Adults 25.30 hours per wk.
89411/hr. Fax resume: 2484464.
PAM’ ME WORK -FULL TM PAY
Great income opportunity. For
more info call Cal 415-938-4741
Or fax resume to 415-938-4743.
AUTOCAD bawl 12/13 Operator/
Designer High purity gas facilities
design & installation. Piping drawings, schematics, field venfication.
as-builts. Part-time school year.
full time other. Contact & get
resume to Dick Sillan, 924-3928.
Mailbox Eng. 491. Leave message.
S35,000/YR. INCOME
potential. Reading books. Toil
Free 1.800.898-9778 Ext. R
2236 for details.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed n the &mediate
area RA-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
$40,000/YR INCOME
potential. Home Typists/PC
users. Toll Free 1.800.898
9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings.
IUTCHEN Clerwoup helper needed
T-Th/6:30-8pm, F/12:30.2pm. Lv.
name& ph. a 292-7303, Dzabeel
*LANA SUMMER OPPLOYMINT Students Neededl Fishing Industry. Earn up to S3,000-86,000+
per month, Room and Board!
Transportation? Male or Female.
No experience necessary. Call
1-206-971-3510 eat A60413.
SECURFTY ACUFAC11, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Corporate Sltes, Top Payl
Too many benefits toiler!
Swing, Grave Shifts, F/T &P/T.
Cal cr acolyn person. Von-Sun 77.
408288-5880. 5550 Mandan he.
ter" San Cats ern Peranoor,
torthl Its Card End Party Sore.

Pholic: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282

PT RECEPTIONIST for bus comm.
commpany. Must be professional.
self-motivated, eager to learn
multi-tasked, reliable! Hours are
8:00am to 1:30 pm, Mon thru Fn.
ACCOUNTING CLERK, Part:Bum Call Brinda 277-0700.
& temporary, 20.25 flexible hours.
Cook’s Automotive.
JOBS JOBS JOBS
Borg-Warner Protective Service
408/453.7771 EOE.
FLEXIBLE HOURS
COMPUTER TECNS - TANDEM
FT/PT/Weekends only
*Software Development Support $7-$9
Requires hands-on Unix & Sun
Unarmed security officers
Prestigious client sites
work station experience. Develop
Medical Benefits
tools for program developers.
Training/Uniforms provided
Emulation 0:infgurationficolsmrth Military experience a plus
Develop debug & support new
emulation control scripts. Create CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTLINE
functional emulation configura1-800-385-9419
tions. Translate & write Verilog
or eel*, in person
modules. Must have Unix 8, ’C’ 591W. Hamilton @San Tomas Exp.
programming experience (Verilog
Campbell, CA (408)378-9760
desired) 8, know Sun workstations. eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace.
*Both positions: Part-time school
year, full-time other. Top Payl COLLEGE STUDENT "TO DO" LIST
Contact & get resume to Dick Register for class _Roommate
Sillan. 924-3928. Mailbox Eng. Place to love Student loan _Buy
491. leave message.
Eooks
FIND A 101311* _Strike
up a conversation with that nice
PART-TIME WNTPERSON Needed looking person I met at registration.
Evenings & Weekends
*We can’t help you with everySalary & Tips
thing but we may be able to help
Apply in person
you with a job.
Britannia Arms.5027Almader Bp.
Would you like a position that
will compliment you class schedule?
SUMMER STAFF NEEDED in the
Positions available throLghout San
Sierra Nevada Mtns: One hour Jose, Santa Oatt Fremat & Milpitas.
Northwest of Lake Tahoe in the
VANGUARD
Lakes Basin Recreation Area.
SECURITY SERVICES
Apply M-F 8am.5pro,
Counselors, supervisors, lifeguards. canoe instructors and
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
activity specialists. Experience
carer Scott/San Tomas.
working with girls necessary.
Tent/Camp Food plus Salary. For YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS.
an application, cal (702)3224)642. FT/FT School-age childcare (6+ ECE)
preferred. iwr, 2-6 flex. Looking
AUNTIE ANNE’S PRETZELS for fun creative people who are
at Oakridge Mall. Part-time, late willing to make a difference.
afternoons, evenings, and week- Summer opportunity also availends. Flex hours. Call George able (childcare, camp, aquatics).
For more information, call Marie
229-2008.
at 4083704877.
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
FT/PT positions with infants, DOES VOA SUMMER JOB SUCK?
toddlers, preschool 8, school age. Our 129 year-old publishing comGreat advancement and growth pany, Southwestern, is looking to
Opportunity. Good benefits. &med. select 8-10 students from SJSU
openings. ECE + exper. preferred. to work in our summer program.
Call Action Day Nurseries. Average profit from summer work:
408-996-1437.
$5,766. For Interview information
call (408)241.9903.
PT DELIVERY/DUPLICATOR for
bus comm. company. Must be ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
professional, multi-tasked, hard- and rewarding job? Become a
working and reliable. Car required, teacher or a subsitute for our
bring DMV printout. license & ins. school -age day care program.
Hours 10am to 3pm, Mon thru Fri. These are great positions for
Call Brinda 277.6700.
students. Most teacher positions
are afternoons, M-F. Substitute
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS positions are perfect for those
Elem. school-age recreation prog., who have only one or two afterP/T from 2-6pm, M-F during the noons available. Units in ECE.
school year. turns into FIT (or P/7) Rec, Pay, Soc. or Ed are required.
during sum, camp prog. Xlnt. sal. Please call Small World Schools
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call at 40E1-379-3200 ext. 21.
Janet at 354-8700x23. Not avail.
school year? Call for summer em- TRAI113. ABROAD AM WORK Male
ployment-lifeguards. camp leaders). up to 825-$45/hr. teaching basic
conversational English in Japan
SANDWICH MAKERS
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching
S8.00/hour to start.
background or Asian languages
Sourdough Eatery
required. For information call:
Tues./Wed./Thur./Fri. Days
1.206-971-3570 ext.160412.
Apply 61848 N. Rrst St. San Jose.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
TEACHER: Before & Atter School for egg donation. Desperate
Program, F/T. Paid medical, Asian couples need your help
dental & vacation. ECE or Rec. to conceive. Can you help?
units required. Resume to: Ages 21-30, healthy and
Frederick Ferrer, @ Gardner responsible. Generous stipend
Children’s Center, 611 Willis Ave. and expenses paid. Please call
WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
San Jose, CA. 95125. EOE.
DAYCARE NEEDED 24 afternoons
per week. My home. Two children
w/ disabilities, 11 & 15 yrs.
$6/hr. Call Jamie at 281-1420.

ACTIVIST Prevent Cancer- Fight
corporate pollution! Motivated &
AUTOS FOR SALE
articulate? Silicon Valley Toxics
Coalition. Equal opportunity amp. 84 PONTIAC FIERO SE. Fully
advancement. PT, eve. 2887882. loaded. It has 23k miles on new
1-4pm.
engine. 83503 obo. 408/258.2002.
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
Part-time, am/pm shifts, flexible
hours. Serving Downtown SanJose
Inner City Express. Apply in person.
22 West Saint John, San Jose
8 EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to 1.120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900. M -F, 8-5pm.
TELEMARKETING
Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
Flexible hours. open 9am to 9pm
7clays a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
Near Light Rail, Transit.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
408-494-0200
Downtown
Cam pbe I I ....... 408-364-2700
Office positions also available.

SERVICES
NEED HELP READING?
Learning Disabled Students.
call Angela 924-3680.
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
Assistance with Visas and Green
Cards, Reasonable Rates, Call
Tamara Danny .415267-7267.
COC HR ELL’S
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
Member of Professional
Association of Resume Writers.
Reasonable Rates,
Call 356-6782.

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
NATIONAL PARKS MINI -Positions Fusion, Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
are now available at National Parks. Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
Forests & Wildlife Preserves.
Excellent benefits + bonuses! Cat CRIME PREVENTION iNFORM4110N
1-206-971-3620 et N60412.
1-900-622-COPS
Personal Safety
Home security
Vehicle security
SCHOLARSHIPS
Child safety
Consumer assist
S1,000 MORN SCHOLARSIOISI
information
$1.000 scholarships and various
(9-min max)
awards sponsored by Packaging
$1.7p18 yes. / Touch tone phone
Industn4 Enroll in Packaging for
elgability. Scholarships available for THE COP-LINE, Morgan Hill, CA.
Bus. Ph.* 408.683-5723.
Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates
receive 5 or more job offers.
WRRING HELP. Fast professional
Starting salaries from $30k+.
For details, contact Dr. Jorge
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
Marcondes. Packaging Program
statements, proposals, reports,
Coordinator at 408/924-3210.
IS 207 or CCB 200.
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510401-9554.
FREE MONEY For Your Education! VISA/MeeterCard. FAX. E-Mall.
Apply for your share in millions of
unclaimed private sector aid. Call WRITING ASSISTANCE any
Scholarship Resource Services, subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
408261-8676.
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED? college teacher) assists with
We can help. Private money.
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
No pay back. For details, call
510-632-0835 or 510-471-8667. Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
REAL ESTATE
Foreigners welcome! Call today
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes for for free phone consultation:
pennies on El. Delinquent Tax. (41S) 525.0505...ask for Drier.
Repo’s, REO’s, Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800898-9778 Ext. 1+2236
WORD PROCESSING
for current listings.

Certain advertisements in
these cokanns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vocations or TNC handl se.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, mint amicro
cassette transcription. All formats.
Fax available. Experienced,
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham area. Call
Linda 408-264-4504.
CALL MARCIA 288.9448
Word Processing Service/Fax
Editing/Format Specialist for
Term Papers/Projects/Resumes
APA Tundra= MIA
Grammar. Sentence Structure
Nursing/Soc. Work/English/History
International Studenb Welcome
Close to SJSU Campus.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our speciatty. Laser pnnting. Free
spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul or Virginia 4u8.2t1.-O449,
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?
Let me do it for you!
Resumes. Term Papers,
Screenplays, APA,
Dictaphone.
Pickup / Delivery Available
Julie - 445-0707

THE PERFECT PAPER
Resumes
"Research Papers
"Manuscripts, etc.
Worked with SJSU Students &
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick
Turnaround. 10 minutes from SJSU.
All work guaranteed. Call Jane
from 8am-6pm @408(937-0373.
PROOFREADING EDMNO
& Word Processing.
Get your papers edited before
they are graded; A polished
paper improves grades.
Free pickup and delivery.
18 years business experience.
SCHOLASTIC ADVANTAGE
(408) 241-0613
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses, Term Papers, Nursing &
Group Projects. Resumes, Letters.
Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
HP Laser II. All formats, specializing
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disk
storage. All work guaranteed!
Worry free, dependable and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time!
Call PAM 247-2681 (8am-8pm).

HEALTH & BEAUTY
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using Chemicals. Let us penna
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest . Lip - Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 6-31-96.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. *17, Campbell.
(406)3794500.
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
Electrolysis is the answer!!
I remove hair from any where
on your body, from facial hair to
bikini area. Call for appointment.
Camelia’s Electrolysis Place.
1190 Lincoln. San Jose, 993-9093.
Mon-Sat./ Free Cons. /Eve appts.
All Students Receive 20% Discount.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Bawvood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

.FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277

DOODOOLIOODOODOODOLJEIMEIDOOLIOLJLILI
CIDOODOODOODOODOEIODOEICCEOMEIDOF
11E1OCCOOODOODOEILIODEIDOODODEEDOO
ODOOMODOODEIDOODOODOODOCIIIIMDCIF1
Name

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Floe Address
Dart
ze coca
$13 ctr sow
$14
Plow
$15
$16
Send check cr money order In
Spartan Daily afteelflede
After the fifth day, rata Inareaass by $1 pee day. San Jose State University
San Jam, CA 95192-0149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold lot $3 each
Classified desk is located in (Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
II Deadline 10 CO am two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
All ads are prepaid II No refunds On cancelled ads
3-9 lines: $70
10-14 lines: $90
le Rates for consecutive publications dates only
15-19 lines: $110
QUESTIONS? CALL (4011) 9244277

Please check
one classification:
_Campus Clubs* _Rentai riousrc
Greek Messages* _Shared Hous
_Events*
_Rea Estate
_Announcements. _Services*
_Lost and Found" _Health/Beauty.
_Sports/Thrills*
_Volunteers*
__For Sale.
_Insurance
_Entertainment*
-Autos For Sale
_Computers Etc _Travel
_Tutoring*
_Wanted’
_Word Process,d
_Employment
_Scholarships
OPPortunities

available for these classifications.$5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
0BH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads ere offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
Special Student rates

$PORTS /THRILLS

SHARED HOUSING

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
slrydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft
SJSU student owned & operated
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

SO. 12th. CHARMING. CLEAN.
SAFE. Great yard Wasi-eydryer.
Parking. Available 4/1. $400/mo.
1408: 2978873
ROOM FOR RENTBATH $325
per r- o
& V.:00 deo Near
SJSU. Cali 408/321-7445.

FOR RENT

TRAVEL

2 WORM. APARTMENT $800/310.
Security type building
Secure Parking
NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES
Close In
Resumes *Term Papers
Modem Building
Letters *Tape Transcriptions
Laundry Room
20 years experience.
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
Low Rates!
(408) 295-6893.
408/297-3341,

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers. punctuation & spaces between words

Ad Rateei 3-line minimum
One
Two Three
Droll Days
DaY
3plms
$7
$9
$5
4 linos
$8
$10
141
linos
$7
$9
$11
11 lbws
$12
$10
$I
line.
$1 for each additional

on Friday. The win
improves the Spartan starting
pitcher to 3-2 on the season.
Second baseman Patrick
Walsh’s hitting streak ended on
Saturday. The Spartan had
extended his streak to 20
games in the game against
Santa Clara, but the streak
snapped when Walsh went 0-3
with two walks against Portland.
Walsh fell one game short of
the SJSU’s record of 21 games,
held by Mark Saucedo in 1985.
SJSU pitcher Mark Simonson
earned his first victory of the
season.
State

The SJSU baseball team figured out Penn State University
in the Spartan Classic but lost
two games two Santa Clara
University
and
Portland
University, 4-3, 6-5.
The Spartans defeated Penn
State 8-1 on Friday and on
Sunday took care of the Nittany
Lions, 9-3, to take third place in
in the tenth annual Spartan
Classic.
Spartan Rich Ledeit allowed
one run over eight innings of
work to lead SJSU past Penn

COMPUTERS ETC.
FOR SALE
REMANUFACTURED
liewlett-Packard Computer Products
90 Day Warranty
Vectra 486, various models
Laseriet II and III, all modes
Off iceJet and Off iceJet LX
Fax 900 and 950
Call for pricing
(800) 887-9654
MasterCard/Visa
$S WE PAY TOP CASH NS
For Old/Used Computer
Memory 8, CPU’s.
’We Buy/Trade-in/Sell
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
1-800-808-8356.

EUROPE 6249.
Be a little flexibie and save EU
Wel help you beat the airline prices
Destinations worldwide
AIRHIRCHO 8008344192
airhitchenetcom.corn
EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal
State Hayward’s Bangkok Summer Quarter / Discover Thailand
Tour. Under $3,500. Academic
credit. June 17 to August 6.
Info: Julie Clark. 510-885-3539.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Cnvers’
"Good Rates for NonGood Drwers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student" "Family Multi-car’
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATIONN
so open Saturdays 9-2

DAILY
CROSSWORD
answer. will appear in the next issue

ACROSS
1 Place f Or a shoe
5 Mexican
sandwich
9 Excuse
14 - unto oneself
independent
person
15 Shakespeare’s
river
16 Breakfast fruit
17 Sea barrier
18 House
makeover
20 Level
Canine
21
comment
22 Investments
23 Small hollows
25 Omens
27 Jabber
29 Mother deer
30 Study of
numbers
34 Tea holder
37 Less common
39 Bert s buddy
40 Windows
or Unix
43 Jewish religious
literature
44 Lieu
45 McMahon and
McBain
46 Cozy
47 Can province
48 Fib
50 Trite
52 Oust
56 Stiff straw hat
60 Actress Taylor
62 Legend
63 Pugnacious
65 Bankrupt
66 Characteristic
67 Roman road
68 - spumante
69 Semesters
70 Beginner
71 Witnessed
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DOWN

I Became fainter
2 Drab color
3 ’The Old Bucket"
4 "- Questions"
5 Scarletts home
6 Declares
7 Information
privacy
8 Singer Yoko 9 Accumulate
10 Allows to
11 Tennis standout
Nastase
12 Soldiers shoe
13 Motels of yore
19 Weather
indicator
24 Singer
Vaughan
26 Overeat
28 A Nixon
30 -- Doubtfire
31 Poker stake
32 Deadlocked

33
34
35
36
38
39
41
42
47
49
50
51
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
61
64

Shortens a skirt
Small beds
’-my word,"
Andes country
Ascended
Singer Gorme
Scrap of cloth
- ammoniac
Golf scores
Luxuries
Edible roots
Iron -rich meat
Stop
momentarily
Superior
Soviet founder
Piece of
insulation
Monster in fairy
tales
Seaweed
product
Prune the
hedge
Zilch
Perch
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Market’s drop rekindles memories of ’87 crash
Dow Jones index
suffers third-worst
decline ever
Nl
YORK (AP)
Whether the
"clang, clang, clang" of the stock market’s
opening bell Monday signals an outright
alarm or simply the start of another round
of jabbing and ducking is anybody’s guess.
Traders had the weekend to consider
the flurry of selling Friday that pushed the
Dow Jones industrial average, the stock
market’s best-known index, down 171.24
points, its third-worst point decline ever.
Bond prices plunged too, in their worst

one-day performance in almost 20 years.
The Dow’s drop almost immediately
brought comparisons to the crash of 1987,
when a 108-point decline on Oct. 16 a
Friday preceded the 508-point Oct. 19
meltdown that became known as Black
Monday
Many Wall Street analysts, who spent the
weekend furiously trying to piece together
the cause and effect of Friday’s decline, say
Monday should not bring another drop
like 1987. They’re less sure, however, just
what it will bring.
In other words: Get ready for anything.
"I don’t hear of much in the way of
on the
panic obviously, we’ve been
phone over the weekend talking to various

financial types," said A. Michael Lipper,
president of the research firm Lipper
Analytical Services Inc.
"I ’don’t think Monday will be historically bad." he said, "but that doesn’t mean it
won’t go down."
Down is the last thing many investors
want to hear.
Precipitating the Friday sell-off was a
government report showing the nation
created 705,000 jobs in February, the
biggest gain since 1983. Traders figured
the news of a stronger economy would
keep the Federal Reserve from cutting
interest rates in the near future.
Expectations of lower interest rates have
been a main underpinning of the remark-

able rise in the financial markets that carried the Dow average up more than 30
percent last year. Lower rates help boost
corporate profits and make stocks and
bonds more attractive than other interestbearing investments like savings accounts.
One thing market analysts worked to
figure out over the weekend was the
nature of the down draft. Was it simply a
blip or the beginning of a "correction,6 a
loosely defined term meaning a pullback
in prices that allows an overall advance to
continue?
"I think that’s what we have going on
here, a correction within the theme of an
ongoing up trend," said Eugene Peroni,
director of technical research at Janney

Montgomery Scott, a brokerage firm.
Wall Street generally defines a correction as a decline in stock prices of 10 percent or so. The Dow’s drop Friday to
5,470.45 represented just a 3 percent
decline, so analysts like Perom figure
there’s more to come. Though, they say,
not all in one day.
The Dow’s most recent record high
came last week at 5,642.42. which means a
10 percent correction would bring the
average back to a bit over 5,000 a level
the market cracked only four months ago.
"I think that’s healthy," said Sung Won
Sohn, chief economist at Nonvest Corp., a
banking company. "If it keeps going up,
sooner or later there would be a crash."

U.S., Israel praise Arafat
for ant -terrorist efforts

ELECTION ’96
The path to the White House
its, dressed in a classic Dole blue suit, sitting in
ADDISON, Texas. (Al’) Sketching an election-year policy agenda, likely GOP presidential the front seat where he could stretch his long
nominee Bob Dole said he wants Congress to legs. At stoplights, Dole waved and flashed the
test President Clinton by passing, health care, thumbs up sign to people in other cars.
Dole said he will not turn attention to selectwelfare reform and balanced budget measures.
But Dole said he would probably not carry a spe- ing a running mate or trying to shape the GOP
cific position on tax reform into the fall cam- platform until he has the 996 delegates to clinch
the nomination. He could reach that mark as
paign.
In an interview with The Associated Press, early as March 26 in the California primary.
He said he had not asked his campaign to
Dole said he was eager to secure a mathematical
lock on the Republican nomination so he could begin those tasks. "I’ll wait until I am the nomiturn more attention to his duties as Senate nee. That sniff is months away."
He said he would not make opposition to
majority leader and use that post to draw leaderabortion a litmus test for a running mate and
ship and policy contrasts with President Clinton.
*I think this will be a camthat generally: "It has
paign about credibility in
tot to be someone I
now well enough, I’ve
the sense that things he
worked with or know
promised in 1992 haven’t
about or watched. ...
materialized,’ Dole said. "In
Someone of course who
contrast we will make the
pretty much has the
case of providing decisive,
mainstream conservastrong leadership. Beyond
tive views and philosothat I think we will have very
ph) that I have."
clear contrasts of big govDole attended mornernment vs. downsizing goving church
services
ernment. And I welcome a
perSunday
in suburban
Bob
Dole,
the
focus on
Dallas before heading to
son. and Bill Clinton, the
Florida, the other giant
person, and what they bring
prize
in
"Super
to the table."
Tuesday" primaries that
Items Dole would like to
award 362 GOP convenpush include:
tion delegates. Dole
Another seven-year balleads in all seven states
anced budget plan that cuts
and said "if we do that
taxes for families and on
well on Tuesday it seems
capital gains.
to me there is light at
Welfare reform. But,
the end of the tunnel.’
given the political power of
He shrugged off the
this issue, Dole said he wantpointed attacks of GOP
ed to attach GOP proposals
rival Pat Buchanan, who
to slow the growth of
bring
in an AP interview
Medicare spending and give
Saturday morning said
states control of Medicaid.
of Dole: "He has no
Clinton and Republicans
have sparred on those
Bob Dole ideas. He has no agenitems. ’These are things
Republican candidate for president da. His is one giant
question mark."
that need to be done,’ Dole
In response, Dole said:
said. "The president can’t
"I’m not going to
have it both ways."
reform
engage in a debate with
Health care
that allows insurance to be carried from job to him. He just has to say what he wants to say and
job and prevents denying benefits to those with when I win the nomination I’ll do what I think
pre-existing conditions. Dole said he was not we need to do."
Dole was asked if he expected a third-party
familiar with a broader House GOP version that
limits malpractice awards and expands the use presidential run by Ross Perot or someone else
under the banner of Perot’s new Reform Party,
of medical savings accounts.
"My view is, show people where we stand with and said quickly, "1 hope not."
Clinton
we
"I just hope they let us have a two-person
them and if we can’t get it done with
will take it into the election," he said. "He has race, Dole said, asserting that Republicans have
gained short term from Republicans squabbling addressed the vast majority of issues important
because of the nominating process. Just give us a to Perot voters and that another Perot run
nominee, give Bob Dole a mathematical lock would only help Clinton.
Throughout the GOP campaign, Dole has
and get me back in the Senate and we can turn
been dogged by Steve Forbes and other
this around."
The interview took place Saturday night as Republican rivals to take specific stand on tax
Dole was being driven in a motorcade to his reform instead of simply advocating a "flatter,
hotel here after a day of campaigning in simpler, fairer" system that preserves federal
Oklahoma and Mississippi. He was in good spir- deductions for mortgage interest.

I think this will be a
campaign about credibility in
the sense that things he
promised in 1992 haven’t
materialized. In contrast we
will make the case of providing
decisive, strong leadership.
Beyond that I think we will
have very clear contrasts of big
government vs. downsizing
government. And I welcome a
focus on Bob Dole, the
person, and Bill Clinton, the
to
person, and what th-e’y
the table.
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WASHINGTON (Al’) U.S.
and Israeli officials praised Yasser
Arafat on Sunday for his strikes
against Palestinian extremists, with
the reminder that the PLO chief’s
political survival hinges on his confirmed efforts against terrorism.
"We think we are getting 100
percent cooperation, but we are
going to be monitoring it very
closely," Secretary of State Warren
Christopher said after Arafat’s
security forces arrested several
leaders of the Muslim militant
group Hamas on Friday.
Israeli Prime Minister Shimon
Peres said that in the past 24 hours
Arafat "has shown already a real
readiness to arrest the group
which is in charge" of the bombing attacks that have killed 62 peo-

ple, including the four suicide
bombers, over the past two weeks.
"He has arrested three otit of the
six most important persons."
Peres’ opponent in May elecdons, Likud Party head Benjamin
Netanyahu, insisted that Arafat was
still only offering token cooperaton. "He has caught one fish or
two fish but he has not dried the
pond," he said on CNN’s "Late
Edition With Frank Sesno."
The four bombings have disrupted Mideast peace talks and
brought into question Arafat’s will
and pow .7: to root out the extremists who want to undermine the
peace process.
Peres expressed qualified confidence that Arafat could do the job,
saying it was "not on my agenda"

to send Israeli troops back into the
West Bank and Gaza.
"The PLO, which was just a few
years ago a terrorist organization,
is now fighting terrorism." Peres
said on ABC’s "This Week With
David Brinkley." Arafat understands that"if he wants to keep his
authority he can’t permit another
armed authority to be at the same
time at the same place."
if the peace process is defeated
then he is in big trouble and he
knows it," said White House
National Security Adviser Anthony
Lake, also on ABC.
President Clinton travels to
Egypt on Wednesday for a rare
summit among Israeli and Arab
leaders seeking to present a unifled front against terrorism.

George Burns: an American icon
Next to
LOS ANGELES (Al’)
the imprints of his feet, hands and
trademark cigar in the celebrityoutside
courtyard
inscribed
Mann’s Chinese Theatre in
Hollywood, George Burns wrote:
"I’m ’Going in Style.’"
Tourists and fans who gathered
there Sunday agreed.
his
"He was unique he had
cigar until the last day," Pam Evans
of Torrance said as she looked at
Burns’ impressions, the next slab
over from that of his good friend
and fellow comiciack Benny.

Burns was seven weeks past 100
when he died peacefully at his
Beverly Hills home on Saturday.
Family member and close friends
will attend a private funeral scheduled for Tuesday at Forest Lawn
Memorial Park in Glendale, where
Burns will be buried beside Gracie
Allen, his wife and longtime partner who died in 1964.
"There will be no celebrities,"
said Irving Fein, Burns’ manager.
"We hope to have a (public)
memorial service in a month or
two and then all the celebrities can

come."
Burns became an American
icon during his 90 years on the
vaudeville and I.4is Vegas stages, on
radio and television, in movies and
in books. Some remembered him
as straight man to his beloved
Gracie, others as a cranky diety in
1977’s "Oh, Cod."
"I was kind of sad (about his
death)," said Cathi Crifaci, visiting
the Chinese Theatre from Butler,
Pa. "He’s been around forever and
ever. He’s one of the constants.
Everybody knows George Burns."

Don’t Miss the Boat
and Forget to Vote!
upcoming election on March 26 will take place during
semester break. You can vote by mail. It’s easy.

The

as soon as possible. The
be received by the county election official
by March 19. The county registrar of voters will mail you your
absentee ballot. It must be mailed back and received by your county
election official by 8:00 p.m. on election day, March 26.

You should request your vote by mail ballot
request to vote by mail must

To get the vote by mail request form:

FBI investigating Vietnam chip connection
IRVINE, Calif. (Al’) The FBI
is investigating whether some of
the $9 million in computer chips
stolen last May from an Irvine
company were funneled to the
Vietnamese government.
FBI agents, who have linked the
Centon Electronics Inc. robbery to
several computer-chip thefts in
Silicon Valley, are trying to determine whether a ring involving
more than 100 people has provided stolen technology to Vietnam,
FBI spokesman George Grotz said.
"Members of that group who

were arrested did take proceeds of
the robberies to Vietnam," Grotz
told the Orange County Register
in a story published Saturday. "We
do not know the link between this
criminal group and the intelligence service, but the investigation
is continuing."
Last May, gunmen wearing
sports coats and ties accosted
workers at the computer parts
company forcing a worker to
unlock a warehouse containing
chips and mother boards, which
increase a computer’s memory

capability.
In California’s Silicon Valley
alone, $40 million in computer
chips were stolen in 1993 alone.
Grou said the FBI has detected
increased espionage activity by the
Vietnamese government, particularly spies seeking classified information, attempting to obtain security clearances and stealing secrets
from high-technology and computer companies in Orange and
Santa Clara counties.

Check your sample ballot. The vote by mail request
Fill out the form, put a stamp on it and mail it in: or

is on the back.

)m- Drop by the following places to pick up a vote by mail request form
Student Union (Associated Students government office or
business office)
Associated Students Print Shop (next to the Pub, across from
the Student Union): or
Call (408)

292-0323 and ask that a vote by mail form be mailed to

youplease give your address and indicate your county of
residence:

,
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COMEDY1
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

$20 Classes
with this ad
Foil and upbeat

TRY A THREESOME
PIZZA, PASTA, & DEER
157. OFF Any Entree

$3.00

$1.50 OFF Medium Plaza

OFF Large or X-Lae Pia

$1.00 OFF Small Pizza

wl this coupon

Videos & Movies
DMV Certificate

(408)248.6811 (510) 748-0126
(415) 2SS-8886
-J

GRANDE PIZZERIA
SAN CARLOS AT 4TH ST.
292-2840

Dormitory

residentsvote by mail cards will be available in the hall

office in each dormitory

Just Do III
Vote By Mail!
A message from the California Faculty Association

